
Kolcor Manual
Screen Changers
Simple by Design 
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Economy, Efficiency, and Ease
When it comes to determining exactly what type of melt filtration 
you need for your business, experience and knowledge can 
make a real difference—to your productivity and your bottom line.  

At Kolcor, we’ll use our knowledge and experience to recommend 
only the machine you need, so you never overspend. If your extrusion 
line is typically shut down for something other than a screen change, 
our Manual Screen Changer could be exactly right. 

Kolcor manual screen changers 
• are simple, reliable, and cost-effective in the long run 
• are easy to incorporate into your extrusion line
• offer a cost-effective way to improve the quality of your final product 
• can be connected to your extruder, taking up a minimal amount  
 of your valuable floor space

Multi-position handle for 
easier access and operation

Patented Pressure 
Compensated Spring 
Seal design ensures 
no leakage to 10,000 
psi. Pat. 9090002

Features include: 
• Patented pressure-compensated  
 spring seal design Pat. 9090002 
• Bolt through connection to  
 OEM standards 
• Single-zone temperature control
• 10,000 psi rating
• Maximum ∆P 3,000 psi
• Maximum temperature 650° F
• Multi-position handle
• Compact design
• Screw pull through
• Screen-pack sized to be compatible  
 with most existing makes
• Available sizes: 40mm to 150mm

At Kolcor, Service Matters
Whether you’re here for sales or service, 
you’ll always find
• Short delivery times
• Friendly, knowledgeable assistance
• Superior products—designed,  
 manufactured, and serviced in one  
 location in the U.S.A.

At Kolcor we design and sell screen changers that address 
our customers’ challenges and suit their needs—without 
wasting a dime.

Among Kolcor’s many advantages is a staff with 100 years of 
combined experience. Their knowledge of the industry gives 
them the unique ability to quickly grasp what you do, assess 
what you need, and recommend the right piece of equipment 
for your material and your process.

Every Kolcor screen changer is based on three fundamental 
design criteria: functionality, quality, and safety. The machine 
you buy from Kolcor will do what we say it is going to do, 
safely,  efficiently and economically.

And because we do all of the design, sales, and service 
under one roof, you enjoy the advantages of one-stop 
shopping and the attention that makes Kolcor not merely a 
supplier, but a partner in your business. 

KOLCOR TECHNOLOGIES LLC
33 Russo Circle
Agawam, MA 01001
T: 413-821-8948  F: 413-789-0620
kolcor.com

A HISTORY OF EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE

Minimal maintenance—minimal down-time
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